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ABSTRACT
The main focus of this paper is to show the concepts, architectures, interaction techniques, and general approaches to the analysis and specification of a multi-agent system for the making of intelligence and interactive decisions inside the learner’s learning process. These contributions are applied in the development of an integrated system for Web-based education with powerful adaptivity for the management, authoring, delivery and monitoring of learning content.
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RESUMEN
El enfoque principal de este artículo es mostrar los conceptos, arquitecturas, técnicas de interacción y enfoques generales para el análisis y especificación de un sistema multi-agente para toma de decisiones inteligentes e interactivas dentro del proceso de aprendizaje del estudiante. Estas contribuciones se aplican en el desarrollo de un sistema integrado para la educación basada en Web, con gran adaptabilidad para la administración, autoría, entrega y monitoreo del contenido de aprendizaje.

Palabras clave: Educación basada en Web, sistema multiagente, Web semántica.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, research about the development of Web-based education (WBE) systems revolves around the consideration of technological and pedagogic requirements and their functionalities necessary for a Web environment. Several approaches were used to develop decision-making assistance tools for WBE systems. But the intelligent software agents are a unique generation of information society tools that independently perform various tasks on behalf of the human user(s) or other software agents. The WBE requires the development of new, more intelligent methods, tools, and theories for the modelling and engineering of agent-based systems and technologies [1]. This directly involves a need for consideration, understanding, and analysis of human factors, e.g., the learner’s knowledge and skill, learning, performance capabilities, and compatibilities. This is because software developers utilize a student model based on the conceptualization and maintenance of a mental model that the system achieves in relation to the learner along the teaching–learning experiences [2]. Therefore, the study of interrelated factors, such as people’s and agents’ capabilities, constitutes an important and critical subject in the intelligent social agents field. This should eventually lead to more robust, intelligent, interactive, learning, and adaptive agents.

To respond to these needs, an intelligent and interactive multi-agent system (MAS) is presented. This MAS is applied for the development of WBE systems and it considers the diversity of requirements and provides the needed functionalities based on the facilities of the Web.
The purpose of this paper is to show a new architecture for the development of WBE systems based on the IEEE LTSA (Learning Technology System Architecture) specification [3]. In order to achieve this goal, this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the Agent Architecture based on IEEE LTSA is presented; whereas in section 3, the methodology for the development of learning objects is shown. These objects are a special type of Sharable Content Object (SCO) according to the Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM). SCORM is used to create reusable and interoperable learning content [5]. The learning materials are labeled with the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [6] and the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [7] to be used for the rule-based inference engine known as JENA [8], and the JOSEKI server to implement a semantic platform [9].

Afterwards, in Section 4, an intelligent and interactive MAS is shown. MAS contains all the logic to make the decisions in order to deliver intelligent and collaborative teaching–learning experiences suitable for the particular requirements of each individual. This MAS is a set of standard specifications supporting inter-agent communication and key middleware services. All the communications are done according to the entire FIPA2000 standards [10] and they are represented through an agent-specific extension of Unified Modeling Language (UML) known as AUML or agent.

In section 5, the authoring tool called CCObÁ is depicted [4]. Besides, this system is based on the learning objects methodology (reviewed in Section 3), Semantic Web and MAS. Other used technologies for the implementation are AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript And XML) [11], which is used for communication between components and LMS’s API (Application Programming Interface), JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment Framework) [12], Struts implements the design pattern MVC (Model-View-Controller) [13], Servlets, JSPs and JavaBeans implements other functionalities of the system under the model MVC, DOM (Document Object Model) and XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations) for XML persistence [7], Hibernate for object/relational persistence and query service [14].

Finally, in Section 6, we conclude with some comments and evaluation on this work.

2. Agent architecture

WBE systems are too large, complex, dynamic, open, and decision making is managed centrally or via predefined techniques. We propose that the only feasible alternative is for computational intelligence to be embedded at many and sundry places in such environments to provide distributed control [15]. Each locus of embedded intelligence is best thought of as an autonomous agent that finds, conveys, or manages information. Because of the nature of the environments, the agents must be long-lived (they should be able to execute unattended for long periods of time), adaptive (they should be able to explore and learn about their environment, including each other), and social (they should interact and coordinate to achieve their own goals, and the goals of their society; they should rely on other agents to know things so they do not have to know everything).

Social agency involves abstractions from sociology and organizational theory to model societies of agents. Since agents are often best studied as members of MAS, this view of agency is important and gaining recognition. Sociability is essential to cooperation, which itself is essential for moving beyond the somewhat rigid client-server paradigm of today to a true peer-to-peer distributed and flexible paradigm that modern applications call for, and where agent technology finds its greatest payoffs.
Our agent architecture is based on layer 3 of the IEEE 1484 LTSA specification. This architecture provides a framework to understand and apply the reusability, interoperability and portability of the Learning Content Management System (LCMS) [3]. Layer 3 is depicted in Figure 1 and consists of four processes managed by agents: learner entity, evaluation, coach, and delivery; two stores: learner records (Records Database) and learning resources (Knowledge Library); and twelve information workflows.

Layer 3 of the IEEE 1484 LTSA specification was modified to support processes based on agents to adapt to the learners’ needs in an intelligent form. For example, the coaching process has been divided into two sub-processes: coach and virtual Coach. The reason is because we considered that this process has to adapt to the learners’ individual needs in a quick way during the learning process. For this, some decisions over sequence, activities, examples, etc., can be made manually by the coach but in other cases these decisions can be made automatically by the virtual coach agent.

2.1 Adaptation in WBE systems

The term “adaptation” is an important aspect in WBE systems. The application of adaptation can provide better learning environments in such systems. There are two forms of WBE systems development for supporting the learners’ individual needs [15]:

- Those that allow the learner to change certain system parameters and adapt their behavior accordingly are called adaptable.
- Those that adapt to the learners’ needs in an intelligent form and are automatically based on the system’s conjecture are called adaptive.

This work is centered in the development of intelligent, adaptive and interactive WBE systems. The constant change of WBE systems requires taking into account the following aspects:

- The adaptation with respect to current domain competence level of the learner.
- The suitability with respect to domain content.
- The adaptation with respect to the context in which the information is being presented.
To cover these aspects, we propose to develop a new architecture which captures the interactions of learners with the system to extract information about their competence level for various domain concepts and tasks represented in the system.

According to the potential and dynamism in the WBE systems, we are developing a suitable way to capture interactions over the Internet and to provide a continuous interaction pattern for a given learner (learner agent, see Figure 1). In WBE systems, the interactions between client and server normally take place using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). HTTP is a stateless protocol, which makes it difficult to track the learner’s progress and hence to analyze the learner’s mental processes. However, by using the technologies of LMS API, Web Services, Ajax [11], Hibernate [14], Struts Framework [13] and Semantic Web Platform (depicted in section 5.1) together, we can more accurately record the learner’s behavior in the browser. Part of the new architecture resides on the server and part on the user’s machine.

2.2. Learner entity

The learner entity allows adaptive behavior of the system by providing information about the learner agent. The learner agent processes granular information about the learner’s competence level for various tasks represented in the system (depicted in Figure 1). The learner agent is used by the system to

- support adaptive navigation guidance - based on prioritized successors and the learner’s needs,
- support context based on previous learning components,
- support dynamic messaging and feedback, e.g. navigation, learning content, current context and progression.

Figure 2 shows the summary of the learner agent which provides adaptation to the learners in an intelligent form and is automatically based on the virtual coach agent.

![Learner Agent](image-url)
3. Methodology for the development of learning objects

The methodology is centered in the learner's learning and combines a multidisciplinary group for constructing the learning objects (LOs). The leader of this group is the tutor (called content expert) and she/he interacts with the instructional designer, graphics designer, and Web programmer. These last ones are responsible for (1) analyzing, designing, and evaluating the didactic units; and (2) designing, developing and evaluating the LOs. Figure 3 depicts this methodology.

The methodology starts when the content expert provides information such as the topic, educative purposes, general contents, etc. LOs are developed in two phases: pedagogical and technological. This work is made by the instructional designer, graphics designer, and Web programmer. The new LOs are stored in the database (called Knowledge Library according Figure 1). Finally, LOs are managed by the LCMS and shown to the learners.

LOs were developed with Java and are used to develop the authoring tool called CCOBÁ described in Section 5.

At run time, the components load media objects and offer a programmable and adaptive environment to the learner’s needs through the composite pattern. The composite pattern provides a robust solution to build complex systems that are made up of several smaller components. The system is made by components that may be individual media objects or containers that represent collections of media objects. The composite pattern streamlines the building and manipulation of complex media objects that are composed of several related pieces. The complex media objects are built as hierarchical trees, the structure components can be individual components (primitives or indivisible objects) or composite components that hold a collection of other components, and they allow the clients to treat both individual components and composite components the same way, simplifying the interface [16]. This pattern has particular utility in Java, allowing easily building and manipulating complex media objects.

Figure 3. Methodology for the development of learning objects.
The purpose is to generate a multimedia library of LOs for WBE systems with the purpose to separate the content from the control. With this structure, it is possible to generate specialized components which are small, reusable, and suitable to integrate them inside a bigger component at run time by the delivery process. In addition, the LOs platform owns certain communication functionalities inside the Application Programming Interface (API) developed for our MAS, dynamic load of assets, and assets composition. The middleware for the components uses different frameworks as Ajax [11], Web Services [17], Hibernate [14], Struts [13], etc.

LOs are meta-labeled with RDF-XML [6, 7], which allows enabling certain grade inferences on the materials by means of the Semantic Web Platform.

4. Intelligent and interactive multi-agent system

The construction of our intelligent and interactive MAS is carried out with Jadex. Jadex is a software framework for the creation of goal-oriented agents following the belief-desire-intention (BDI) reasoning engine that allows to program intelligent software agents in XML and Java [18]. The reasoning engine is very flexible and can be used on top of different middleware infrastructures such as JADE. Jadex aims to build up a rational agent layer that sits on top of a middleware agent infrastructure and allows for intelligent agent construction using software engineering foundations. Moreover, Jadex allows developing MAS addressed by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) specifications.

FIPA has defined a standard agent communication language, namely FIPA-ACL [10]. This language has the advantage that it relies not only on a syntactic definition, but also on a semantic form. In other words, the FIPA-ACL standard formally specifies a precise meaning for each primitive communication in the language.

According with Figure 1, our main MAS is conformed by learner, evaluation, coach/virtual coach, and delivery agents. In this case, it is focused on the learner agent. In Figure 4, an overview of the abstract Jadex architecture is presented. Viewed from the outside, the learner agent is a black box capable of sending and receiving messages. The main activity of the learner agent consists of interpreting the received FIPA-ACL messages. This interpretation activity can be refined into two main functions: the first one produces some sense about the input message, while the second one consumes this sense and updates the agent’s respective activities and beliefs.

![Figure 4. Jadex abstract architecture for the learner agent.](image-url)
4.1. Beliefs

Beliefs represent the state of the agent’s knowledge about the world, itself and other agents [18]. For example, performance measuring, model tracing, previous data, etc. (see Figure 2). The belief representation in Jadex allows arbitrary Java objects to be stored instead of relying on a logic-based representation. This facilitates integration with our Web-based Applications (CCOBÅ), e.g. classes generated by ontology modelling tools and our database mapping layers can be directly reused. Objects are stored as named facts (called beliefs) or named sets of facts (called belief sets). Using the belief names, the ‘belief data base’ can be manipulated by setting, adding or removing facts. In addition, a more declarative way of accessing beliefs and belief sets is provided by the Object Query Language (OQL) - like queries.

4.2. Goals

Goals are the motivational force driving an agent’s activities. They come in different flavours allowing various attitudes of an agent to be expressed. Activities consist of performing some arbitrarily complex courses of action [18]. These actions include the communicative actions defined by FIPA-ACL, such as inform or request, as well domain-specific actions.

One of the core concepts used by the interpretation activity is the Semantic Representation (SR), which represents a produced or consumed one. Jadex currently supports four application-relevant goal types: perform, achieve, query and maintain. Next, an example of activities based on Figure 4 (learner agent) is described.

First, the “ActionFeature” produces several semantic representations (SRs) from a received message that represent the semantic features of the corresponding communicative action. The FIPA-ACL standard defines two semantic features for each communicative action: the feasibility precondition and the rational effect. The former mainly gives rise to a SR starting the precondition was necessarily true before the communicative action was performed. The latter gives rise to an SR (usually called “intentional effect”) stating the sending agent intends the rational effect to become true. In our case, the model tracing represents the intention of a definition action, and the domain specific information denotes the corresponding rational effect. These SRs feed the other activities, leading to the agent’s reaction.

The “BeliefTransfer” manages the adoption of beliefs suggested by other agents. It applies to any SR stating an external agent intends the interpreting agent to believe a fact, and produces a new SR stating the interpreting agent actually believes this fact. For our example, the Model tracing results from applying the “BeliefTransfer” to the SR Navigation priority.

Similarly, the “IntentionTransfer” manages the adoption of other agents’ intentions. It applies to any SR stating an external agent has an intention, and produces a new SR stating the interpreting agent actually has the same intention. This application may be customized to specify the expected cooperative attitude for the interpreting agent in terms of the intentions to adopt and the external agents to cooperate with. In our case, the SR of domain specific information results from applying the “IntentionTransfer” to model tracing, initial test and stereotype.

Finally, the last three activities manage the planning capabilities of the interpreting agent by creating proper activities in order to satisfy her/his intentions.

4.3. Plans

Means–end reasoning is performed with the objective of determining suitable plans for pursuing goals or handling other kinds of events such as messages or belief changes.
The “Perform” tries to directly perform an intended action (for example, content preferences). The “RationalityPrinciple” searches the agent’s base of actions for an action whose rational effect matches a given intention (for example, the delivery agent is necessary to the content preferences). Lastly, the “Planning” uses an external planner to find an (arbitrarily complex) action plan whose performance brings about the input intention.

4.4. Capabilities

A capability results from the packaging of specific functionality into a module with precisely defined interfaces [18]. An agent can be composed of an arbitrary number of capabilities that themselves may include any number of subcapabilities. Jadex contains several generic plans and predefined capabilities in the package jadex.planlib. Basic platform features can be accessed by using the Agent Management System (AMS) and Directory Facilitator (DF) capabilities. The AMS capability offers goals for agent management such as creating new agents or destroying existing ones, whereas the DF capability can be used for accessing yellow pages services such as registering agents or searching specific services via goals.

4.5. Implementing mas

Implementing our MAS with Jadex is simple. It actually consists of implementing the cooperative and domain-specific agent features rather than analyzing in detail and coding all possible messages and interaction protocols. MAS programming is carried out following three main tasks.

The first task consists of implementing the domain-specific actions - these are part of the MAS. In Figure 1, the only four domain specifications that have been implemented are “put on” and “take off”.

The second task consists in coding the agent’s belief base management to handle domain-specific facts.

Finally, the last task consists of customizing the cooperation principles of the agent, including the “BeliefTransfer” and “IntentionTransfer” activities. In most cases, a significant part of the code developed to implement an agent is domain-specific. Hence, it can be reused by other agents in this domain without any additional development.

5. Ccobá

To facilitate the development of LOs, an authoring system called CCOBÁ was built (Construcción de Objetos de Aprendizaje – Construction of Learning Objects) [4], see Figure 5. CCOBÁ is a system based on our Agent Architecture to facilitate the authoring content to the tutors who are not willing to handle multimedia applications. In addition, the structure and package of content multimedia is achieved by the use of SCORM, as the lowest level of content granularity.

CCOBÁ is used to construct Web-based courseware from the stored LOs (Knowledge Library, see Figure 1), besides enhancing the courseware with various authoring tools. Developers choose one of the CCOBÁ lesson templates and specify the desired components to be used in each item. At this moment, the CCOBÁ lesson templates are based on the learning strategies of Based-Problems Learning, the cases method, and Based-Project Learning.

The inclusion of these learning strategies obeys to the instructional design pattern for the development of the courses. Thus, the courses do not only have theoretical or practical questions, but rather they include a mental model about individual thought process. These learning strategies have the purpose of helping the learners to maximize the knowledge acquisition.
CCOBÁ has a metadata tool for supporting the generation of XML files for LOs to provide on-line courses. This courseware captures the learners’ metrics with the purpose to tailor their learning experiences (through the learner agent). Furthermore, the LOs offer a friendly interface and flexible functionality. These deliverables are in compliance with the specifications of SCORM 1.2 Models (Content Aggregation, Sequencing and Navigation, and Run Time Environment) [5]. Metadata represent the specific description of the component and its contents such as title, description, keywords, learning objectives, item type, and rights of use. The metadata tool provides templates for entering metadata and storing each component in the CCOBÁ or another IMS/IEEE standard repository.

5.1. Communication model

Our communication model between LOs, MAS and LCMS is shown in Figure 6. This model uses an asynchronous mode in Run-Time Environment (RTE) and LCMS communication API of ADL [5], Ajax [11], Struts Framework [13] for its implementation.

This communication model provides new wide perspectives for the WBE systems development, because it provides the capabilities (i.e.: communication, interaction, communication API allows us to make standard database queries of learners’ interoperability, security and reusability) of the different technologies. For example, the LMS information such as personal information,
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scores, assigned courses, trajectory, etc. While the communication with Ajax and Struts Framework provides the capability of modifying the learner’s trajectory according to variables from the learner’s records and the learner agent in RTE (advanced dynamic sequence), components management (LOs) – remember that these components consume and use XML files– then, this model provides the way to write, load, change and erase XML files in the server side.

AJAX is a way of developing Web applications to create interactive applications that is executed in the client side, in other words, the Web browser maintains the asynchronous communication with the server backstage. This way, it is possible to carry out changes in the same page without the need to reload it. On the other hand, the Struts Framework is a tool for Web application development under the Java MVC (Model-View-Controller) architecture. This Framework provides the advantage of maintainability, performance (tags pooling, caching, etc.), and reusability (it contains tools for the field validation that are executed in the client or server side).

6. Conclusions

This work has introduced an instance of an intelligent and interactive WBE system. Our approach focuses on reusability, accessibility, durability, and interoperability of the learning contents, which are built as LOs, as the main component for delivering teaching content.

LOs offer a common interface and functionality that makes the authoring of learning content that is delivered by dynamic sequencing easy. LOs accept feedback via assessment based upon the MAS platform. The information provided is considered as rough data because it is based on parameters elicited from the behavior of the learner.

MAS is used as an open middleware implementation. The technical goal of MAS is clear: To deploy distributed information technologies in such a way that the availability of services may be more efficient and flexible. Among the advantages stemmed from the use of MAS are the following: Systems integration can be performed in a high
degree, the functionality of the LOs is increased substantially as well as the possibility of implementing different techniques, learning styles, instructional strategies, and interaction techniques.
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